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i
AbstractThis thesis is concerned with the parallel solution of smooth block-angular pro-grams using multiple coordinators. The research herein extends the three phasemethod of Schultz and Meyer, who use barrier decomposition methods withcomplex coordinators which are less suited to parallel computation.We start by surveying the existing literature for block-angular programs andreviewing barrier function methods and the Schultz-Meyer method. We thenpresent our synchronous multi-coordination schemes and prove their conver-gence. We tested our algorithms on the Patient Distribution System problems,a class of large-scale real world multicommodity network ow problems, as wellas on some randomly generated multicommodity network ow problems. Com-putational results on the CM-5 parallel supercomputer demonstrated that themethod was signi�cantly faster than its Schultz-Meyer predecessor. We alsopresent multiple coordinator asynchronous schemes to solve block-angular pro-grams and prove the convergence of those methods.
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1
Chapter 1IntroductionIn this chapter we start by describing the general nonlinear programming prob-lem, then we introduce the block-angular problem and give some backgroundinformation about it. We then discuss recent methods as well as classical meth-ods that are used to solve this problem.1.1 Nonlinear Programming ProblemThe problem we consider in this thesis falls under the general category of smooth(at least once continuously di�erentiable) nonlinear programming and is denotedby (NLP): minx f(x)subject to g(x) � 0h(x) = 0



2where we have: f : <N ! <g : <N ! <Jh : <N ! <MThe Lagrangian for NLP is de�ned as:L(x;w; v) = f(x)� wg(x)� vh(x)where w 2 <1�J� and v 2 <1�M are called the multipliers (Lagrange multipliers).A KKT point for NLP is a tuple (x;w; v) that satis�es the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker conditions [11]:g(x) � 0 h(x) = 0w � 0 rxL(x;w; v) = 0wg(x) = 0A point x for which there exists (w; v) satisfying KKT conditions is also referredto as a KKT point for NLP. It is well known that if x is a local minimizer ofNLP and some constraint quali�cations hold then there must exist multipliers(w; v) such that (x;w; v) satisfy the KKT conditions. The algorithms developedin this thesis are guaranteed to converge to KKT points of the special NLP, theblock-angular program we introduce in next section, that we consider.When f and g are convex functions and h is a�ne then NLP is a convexprogram.



31.2 The Block-Angular ProgramSuppose that the variables x 2 <N can be partitioned intoK disjoint blocks suchthat x[k] 2 <N[k] and N = Pk N[k] (so x can be thought of as the concatenationof x[k]; k = 1; : : : ;K). Then the problem:minx c(x)s/t A[1]x[1] = b[1]A[2]x[2] = b[2]. . . A[K]x[K] = b[K]D(x) � d0 � x � uis called a block-angular programming problem, denoted (BAP). The theorycan be extended to non-zero lower bounds on x, however we assume 0 lowerbounds for convenience. We will sometimes refer to the block constraints asAx = b where A is the direct sum of the matrices A[k], x is the concatenationof the blocks x[k] and b is the concatenation of b[k]'s. The upper bounds u areassumed to be �nite. If the function D is separable (e.g. the BAP is linear)then we can rewrite the coupling constraints as:D[1](x[1]) + � � �+D[K](x[k]) � dand if D is linear then: D[1]x[1] + � � �+D[K]x[k] � d



4Also if c is separable (e.g. the BAP is linear) then we can rewrite the objectiveas: c[1](x[1]) + � � � + c[K](x[K])and if c is linear then: cx = c[1]x[1] + � � �+ c[K]x[K]Problems with block-angular structure come up very often in large-scaleoptimization and have important practical applications. Two well-known typesof BAP are multicommodity network ow problems and problems arising frommulti-period �nancial modeling. In the case of the multicommoditynetwork owproblems the matrices A[k] are node-arc incidence matrices for the underlyingnetwork structure. For more information on network ow problems see [8] andfor more on multicommodity network problems see [12].1.3 A Survey of Solution Methods for Block-Angular Programs1.3.1 Resource Directive DecompositionThe BAPmay be viewed as a problem of optimally allocating the scarce resourced to the blocks. Resource directed decomposition methods solve this problemby choosing a feasible allocation, testing it for optimality and then improvingupon it if possible. This is done in an iterative, fork-join manner. At each



5iteration, during the fork stage, subproblems of the following form (for block k)are considered:w[k](y[k]) := minnc[k](x[k])j A[k]x[k] = a[k] and D[k](x[k]) � y[k]o (1)where y[k] is the resource allocation for block k. Now let V[k] be the set of allresource allocations y[k] for which subproblem k is feasible. Then the masterproblem is: miny PKk=1 w[k](y[k]) (2)subject to y[k] 2 V[k] (8k = 1; � � � ;K)PKk=1 y[k] � dNote that the objective of the master problem is usually nondi�erentiable.Bundle MethodsDe Leone et al. [4] apply a resource directed decomposition method to multicom-modity network ow problems where c and D are linear. They use the bundlemethod to solve the nondi�erentiable master problem (2). They do not solve thesubproblems (1) to optimality; rather, they terminate with an approximatelyoptimal solution. They start with y[k] that have the property PKk=1 y[k] = d.Let xk(y[k]) be any feasible solution to the subproblem for block k and �k thecorresponding (LP) dual objective. Also �k are the duals associated with theconstraint D[k]x[k] � y[k] and �k is the associated optimality gap (that is the dif-ference between the primal and dual objective values: �k = c[k]x[k] � �k). Then



6�k is an �k-subgradient of w[k](y[k]). Now if � = PKk=1 �k then z = PKk=1 c[k]x[k]di�ers not more than � from the optimal objective of the master problem (2).Also � = (�1; � � � ; �K) is an �-subgradient for the objective of the master.Their algorithm then proceeds as follows:The current point is yj and the old information triplet (yi; zi;�i) is availablefor i 2 I. Also de�ne for each i 2 I�i = 2�i + zj � zi � �i(yj � yi):Then the following problem is solved to obtain a descent direction to improvethe current iterate (t here is a positive scalar):minv;s v + 12tjjsjj2 (3)subject to v � �js� �jv � �is� �i (8i 2 I)Problem (3) corresponds to �nding the minimum of a piecewise linear approx-imation to the objective of the master (2). This approximation is obtained bytaking the maximum of a �nite number of a�ne functions which support thegraph of the objective function of (2) from below. Once the optimal solution to(3) (say (vj; sj)) is found then sj is used as a correction. If certain descent con-ditions are met then ŷ = yj + sj is used as a new iterate, otherwise ŷ is addedto the bundle and the current iterate remains unchanged. The terminationcondition is of the type jvjj � �.Medhi [16] also uses bundle methods to solve BAP. However, he applies the



7bundle method to the dual (Rockafellar dual [19]) of BAP which is a nonsmooth,concave problem. He solves the subproblems:@f�k (Dky) = argminxk ffk(xk)� < Dky; xk >gwhere fk(xk) = 8>><>>: c[k]x[k] if Akx[k] = bk+1 otherwisefor k = 1; � � � ;K in parallel. He then uses the solutions of the subproblems tocalculate a subgradient for the objective of the dual (Rockafellar dual). He alsouses the optimal solution to the subproblems to �nd dual subgradients. Thena quadratic master problem is solved to obtain an ascent direction from whicha new point with improved objective may be constructed. The following is thequadratic master problem's formulation:min� 12 jjPlj=1 �j�jjj2Plj=1 �j = 1Pkj=1 �jl�j � �l�j � 0 j = 1; : : : ; lIn the above l is the current number of iterates, �js are dual subgradients fordual iterates yjs, and �jl = g(yj)� g(yl)+ < �J ; yl � yj > where g is the dualobjective. The algorithm continues in a loop in this fashion until the terminationcriteria are met.



81.3.2 Alternating Directions MethodDe Leone, Meyer and Kontogiorgis in [5] use the \Alternating Directions"method to solve the BAP. They introduce for each block a vector of extravariables ~d[k] that is an upper bound for D[k]x[k]; ~d[k] indicates an allocation ofscarce resources for block k (this is the resource directive component of theirmethod). They de�ne:h[k](x[k]) = 8>><>>: c[k](x[k]) if x[k] satis�es the network constraints of block k+1 otherwisefrom which they form closed, proper, convex, extended real valued functions:G1(x[1]; � � � ; x[K]; ~d[1]; � � � ; ~d[K]) = 8>><>>: PKk=1 h[k](x[k]) if D[k]x[k] � ~d[k] (8k)+1 otherwiseand G2(y[1]; � � � ; y[K]; d[1]; � � � ; d[K]) = 8>><>>: 0 if PKk=1 d[k] = d+1 otherwiseThe above yields an equivalent form for the BAP:minx[k]; ~d[k];y[k];d[k] G1(x[1]; � � � ; x[K]; ~d[1]; � � � ; ~d[K]) +G2(y[1]; � � � ; y[K]; d[1]; � � � ; d[K])subject to x[k] = y[k] (8k = 1; � � � ;K)~d[k] = d[k] (8k = 1; � � � ;K)Now in order to solve the linearly-constrained convex problem:minw;z F1(w) + F2(z)subject to Aw + b = Bz



9one can �nd the saddle points of the augmented Lagrangian given below (mul-tipliers p represent the price directive element of this approach).L�(w; z; p) := F1(w) + F2(z) + p(Aw + b�Bz) + �2 jjAw+ b�Bzjj22De Leone, Meyer and Kontogiorgis do this using the alternating directionsmethod in a block Gauss-Seidel fashion:wt+1 2 argminL�(w; zt; pt) (4)zt+1 2 argminL�(wt+1; z; pt) (5)pt+1 = �rpL�(wt+1; zt+1; pt) (6)They allow for di�erent penalty factors �[k] for each block and also let thesefactors vary with time. In the case of the reformulated BAP, step (4) amountsto solving a quadratic multicommodity network ow problem which is separableover blocks (hence this is done in parallel). Step (5) translates to adjusting theallocations to achieve feasibility and step (6) is updating the multipliers. Theyalso investigate two other variants of the above scheme.1.3.3 Price Directive DecompositionIn price directed decomposition methods the coupling constraints of BAP aredealt with using some pricing mechanism. Examples of such pricing mechanismsare putting the binding constraints in the objective via Lagrangian relaxation,in the form of a barrier function or using other penalty terms.



10In general, subproblems in the price directive decomposition scheme amountto minimization of a linear functional subject to the original block constraints.Subproblems are solved to gain search information used in the master and theyprovide the master with primal information.We will discuss a few price directed decomposition schemes below-the mostfamous of which is perhaps Dantzig-Wolfe. The last such example discussedhere is barrier decomposition methods on which the work of this thesis is based.Dantzig-Wolfe DecompositionThe Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition method [3] solves the BAP when it is a linearprogram. Suppose the coupling constraints are put into the objective in the formof the Lagrangian relaxation:min cx� �(Dx� d) � min (c[1] � �D[1])x[1] + � � �+ (c[K] � �D[K])x[K]s/t Block constraints s/t Block constraintsIf the vector � is chosen as the vector of optimal dual variables then the objectivevalue of the above is the same as the optimal objective for the original problem.Let Sk = nx[k]jA[k]x[k] = b[k] 0 � x[k] � u[k]o; then Sk is a compact set andwe have: x[k] 2 Sk , (x[k] = �kXk �k � 0; e�k = 1)where Xk is the matrix whose columns are the vertices of Sk. Then the original



11BAP may be written as:min� c[1]X1�1 + � � �+ c[K]XK�Ks/t D[1]X1�1 + � � �+D[K]XK�K � d�k � 0; e�k = 1 (8k = 1; : : : ;K)Now, at the �rst iteration, for each block k the subproblemmin ~c[k]x[k]s/t A[k]x[k] = b[k]0 � x[k] � u[k]is solved in order to generate a single column of Xk (the cost ~c is arbitrary atthis point). Subsequently the restricted mastermin (c[1] ~X1)�1 + � � �+ (c[K] ~XK)�Ks/t D[1] ~X1�1 + � � �+D[K] ~X1�K � d� � 0; e�k = 1 (8k = 1; : : : ;K)is solved where ~Xk is an approximation (in iteration one this is just the onecolumn obtained so far,) of Xk. The solution of the restricted master yields aset of duals ~�i corresponding to the linear inequality constraints and duals ~�kto the constraints e�k = 1. After the initial iteration the subproblems take theform: min (c[k] � ~�D[k])xks/t x[k] 2 SkNow if the optimal objective to the subproblem (of the kth block) is less than~�k then a new column of Xk is generated which results in a new ~Xk. If all the



12subproblems have nonnegative optimal objectives then the current solution ofthe restricted master is an optimal solution for the the original BAP. For a moredetailed discussion of the Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition method see [14].Simplicial DecompositionThis method originally developed by Von Hohenbalken [22] considers the prob-lem min f(x)s/t x 2 Xwhere X is a compact, convex, nonempty set and f is di�erentiable. So in thecontext of BAP the set X is replaced by B = fxj Ax = b; 0 � x � ug andthe function f has \absorbed" the coupling constraints (e.g. in the form ofa penalty function). The problem is decomposed into master and subproblemwhich are solved alternatively in a loop. At iteration t, �rst the subproblem:miny2X yrf(xt)is solved where x0 is arbitrary and xt is the solution of the master from previousround if t > 0. For the case of X = B each subproblem is a linear programmingproblem decomposable over the blocks and the solution yt is an extreme pointof B.Let Y = [y1jy2j : : : jyt] then the master problem is:minw2W f(Yw)



13where W = (wj tXi=1wi = 1; wi � 0 (8i = 1; : : : t)and xt+1 = Yw� where w� is the optimal solution to the master problem. Simpli-cial decomposition is a decomposition method based on Carath�eodory's theoremwhich makes this method applicable for any compact, convex, nonempty set X.A modi�cation of simplicial decomposition is the restricted simplicial decom-position in which there are only a �xed (predetermined) number of columns ofY are stored. Restricted simplicial decomposition uses less memory than theordinary simplicial decomposition.Smoothed Exact PenaltyZenios and Pinar [18] introduce the following linear quadratic penalty functionin the solution of BAP:~p(�; t) = 8>>>>>><>>>>>>: 0 if t � 0� t22� if 0 � t � ��(t� �2) if t � �As the parameter � # 0; ~p(�; t) approaches the piecewise linear penalty function~p = �max f0; tg :The linear quadratic penalty function is once continuously di�erentiable (for� > 0). Zenios and Pinar use the linear quadratic penalty function to put themutual constraints in the objective and this yields:minx2X ��;�(x) = f(x) + MXj=1 ~p(�; yj) (7)



14where yj = Djx � dj . They then solve the BAP using an iterative method.Initially a relaxed problem (the original BAP without the mutual constraints)is solved and they use the optimal solution x̂ to set up y = Dx̂ � d. At thestart of each iteration they approximately solve the smooth penalty problem(7). This is done using linearization via simplicial decomposition which makesthe process parallelizable. Once the approximate solution of (7) is determinedthey adjust the penalty parameters. The steps are repeated in a loop until thetermination criteria is met. Mangasarian and Chen have since developed a classof smoothing functions one of which is the smoothed exact penalty function [2].Augmented LagrangianMeyer and Zakarian [24] solve the BAP using an augmented Lagrangian ap-proach. They put the binding constraints in the objective and obtain:L�(x; p) = KXk=1 ck(x[k]) + p(Dx � d) + �2 jjD̂x� d̂jj22where D̂, and d̂ are subsets of the rows of D and d, corresponding to thecurrent active set. The active set here refers to the constraints with positivemultipliers, or ones that are satis�ed at equality or the ones that are violated.The augmented Lagrangian algorithm then consists of minimizing L�(x; pt) overx subject to the linear equality and bound constraints, updating the multipliers,and updating the active set. These three steps are done in a loop until optimalityis achieved. Meyer and Zakarian use nonlinear Jacobi algorithm with bothsimple and complex coordination for the �rst step of the augmented Lagrangian



15algorithm. This approach allows use of parallelism on the time consumingportion of the algorithm (step 1 of the augmented Lagrangian algorithm) inan e�cient manner. This is an application of the parallel variable distributionmethod developed by Ferris and Mangasarian [6] to the augmented Lagrangianformulation of the BAP.Barrier Function MethodsWe dedicate the next chapter to explanation of barrier function methods andSchultz-Meyer decomposition scheme for solution of barrier problems. Themethod developed here is a decomposition method related to Schultz-Meyerwhich uses parallel coordination. Our synchronous methods are presented inchapter 3. We present the numerical results for synchronous results in chapter4 and asynchronous methods are discussed in chapter 5.



16
Chapter 2A Review of Barrier FunctionMethods and Schultz-MeyerDecompositionIn this chapter we introduce the barrier function method and review some clas-sical results for barrier functions. We then present a compact version of theSchultz-Meyer decomposition scheme for the solution of BAP which uses bar-rier functions.2.1 General Barrier FunctionsIf the mutual constraints were not present in the formulation of BAP the con-straints would be separable over the blocks (if we further had separability of the



17objective function c(x) then the problem would be completely separable). Inorder to remove the coupling constraints we may place them in the objective inthe form of a barrier function. Barrier functions were �rst introduced by Frisch[9] and later analyzed in great detail by Fiacco and McCormick [7].De�nition 1 (Barrier function) Let � : <J ! < be de�ned by:� = 8>><>>: PJj=1 �j(sj) if s > 0+1 otherwisethen � is said to be a barrier function if and only if the three properties belowhold for all j = 1; : : : ; J .� �j : <>0 ! < is continuous.� lim�#0 �j(�) = +1.� (80 < � < �) �j(�) � �j(�), that is �j is decreasing.Note that � in e�ect introduces a barrier that separates s > 0 from other pointss 2 <J . Now the BAP can be transformed to the barrier problem, denoted(BP), of the form:minimizex c(x) + ��(d �D(x)) (8)subject to A[k]x[k] = b[k] k = 1; : : : ;K0 � x � uIn general, given the constrained problem:minimizex c(x) (9)



18subject to D(x) � dwhere there exists some point z with D(z) < d, the classical barrier functionmethod would solve a sequence of unconstrained problems:minx f� i(x) = c(x) + � i�(d �D(x))The hope is that as � i # 0 the sequence of minimizers fxig would converge toa minimizer of the original constrained problem. This hope in fact materializesthrough the following result obtained by Fiacco and McCormick (theorem 8 of[7]) for general constrained problems whose sets of local minima satisfy somespeci�ed properties. Before we present the theorem we have to make somede�nitions and introduce the concept of compact perturbation superset for aset of local minimizers.De�nition 2 (Isolated Set) (from [7]) A set X � Y is an isolated (sub)setof Y if there exists some set E such that X � E� and ; = (EnX) \ Y .Theorem 1 (Existence of Compact Perturbation Set) Suppose all func-tions f and g de�ning the generic nonlinear program:minx f(x) subject to g(x) � 0are continuous. If a set of local minima corresponding to a function value v� isa nonempty, isolated, compact subset ofY = fg(y) � 0jf(y) = v�g



19then there exists a compact set S such that X� � S� and for any feasible y 2SnX�; f(y) > v�.The above result on the existence of compact perturbation set is due Fiacco andMcCormick (theorem 7 of [7]). We now proceed with the main theorem:Theorem 2 Suppose that1. c and D are continuous,2. there exists some point z with D(z) < d,3. the set of local minima of the constrained problem (9) X� correspondingto the value v� = c(X�) is a nonempty compact set,4. X� is isolated in Y = fyjD(y) � d and c(y) = v�g5. at least one point in X� is in the closure of fxjD(x) < dg, and6. � i # 0 monotonically.Then1. there exists a compact set S such that X� � S� and for � i small enoughthe unconstrained minima of f� i(:) in fxjD(x) < dg \ S� exist and everylimit point of any subsequence fxig of such minimizers is in X�,2. limi!1 c(xi) = v�,



203. limi!1 � i�(d �D(xi)) = 0,4. limi!1 f� i(xi) = v�,5. fc(xi)g is a monotonically decreasing sequence,6. f�(d�D(xi))g is a monotonically increasing sequence.2.2 Convex Barrier FunctionsIf the functions c;D and � are convex then the function f described above wouldbe convex. When convexity is assumed some of the assumptions for theorem(2) are unnecessary. We will assume convexity for our results.A well known and widely used barrier function is the logarithmic barrierfunction given by: �(d�D(x)) = � JXj=1 ln(dj �Dj:(x))The log barrier function has the very nice property of �-optimality stated below:Theorem 3 (�-optimality of Logarithmic Barrier) Suppose x� is the op-timal solution of the convex constrained problem (9) and x is the optimal solutionof the logarithmic barrier problem formed from (9). Thenc(x�) � c(x) � c(x�) + �where � = �:J (recall that J is the number of constraints in (9) and � is thepenalty parameter).



21Schultz in his thesis presents a proof of this theorem in conjunction with otherrelevant theorems. Here we present a slightly shorter proof.Proof First let us write the dual to problem (9):maximize�;x c(x) + �0(D(x) � d) (10)subject to c0(x) + �0rD(x) = 0� � 0Now suppose x is feasible for (9) and (x̂; �̂) is feasible for the (10) problem.Then we have:c(x̂) + �̂0(D(x̂)� d) = c(x̂) + �̂0(D(x̂)� d) + hc0(x̂) + �̂0rD(x̂)i :(x� x̂)= [c(x̂) + c0(x̂)(x� x̂)] +< �̂; (D(x̂)� d+rD(x̂):(x� x̂)) >� c(x) + �̂0(D(x)� d)� c(x) (11)The �rst equality is due to feasibility of (x̂; �̂) for (10), and the second equalityis obtained by merely rearranging the terms. The �rst inequality is obtainedusing convexity of c and D and the fact that the gradient of a convex functionunderestimates it. The �nal inequality is due to x feasible for (9) and �̂ � 0.So now let x̂ = x where x is the optimal solution of the log barrier problem.Also de�ne �̂ componentwise by:(�̂)j = �dj �Dj:(x)



22Then since x is the optimal solution of the barrier problem we have thatc0(x̂) + �̂0rD(x̂) = 0Hence by (11) and by de�nition of �̂ and x̂ we get:c(x)� �:J � c(x�)So by feasibility of x for (9) and the above we obtain:c(x�) � c(x) � c(x�) + � (12)2.3 Schultz-Meyer Decomposition SchemeSchultz and Meyer [20] use the barrier function techniques to transform theBAP to the BP. They then apply a three phase decomposition scheme to solvethe BP. In order to solve the BP one needs to start with a point that satis�esthe mutual constraints (as well as block and bound constraints). The startingpoint needs to satisfy the mutual constraints strictly. To obtain such a pointthey go through the feasibility phase. Once a feasible point is obtained theymove toward optimality while maintaining feasibility. We will now proceed withthe description of the Schultz-Meyer three-phase method on which our methodsare based.



232.3.1 Relaxed PhaseThe aim of this phase is to come up with an initial point. At this stage therelaxed problem: minimizex c(x)subject to A[k]x[k] = b[k] k = 1; : : : ;K0 � x � uis solved. If the objective function c(x) is separable over the blocks (which inpractice is often the case) this step can be done in parallel. That is, each pro-cessor i (i = 1; : : : ;K) would be responsible for solving the following problem:minx[i] c[i](x[i])subject to A[i]x[i] = b[i]0 � x[i] � u[i]The optimal solution of the relaxed phase is then the concatenation of theoptimal x[i]'s produced by each processor and the optimal objective the sum ofthe optimal objectives of the processors.2.3.2 Feasibility PhaseAt the start of this phase there is a point x0 available (obtained in the relaxedphase) which satis�es the block and the bound constraints. The aim here is toproduce x̂ which satis�es the block and bound constraints and also satis�es the



24coupling constraints strictly (that is D(x̂) < d). Hence if x0 happens to satisfythe coupling constraints strictly then we go on to the next phase. Otherwisethe method of shifted barriers is applied to obtain x̂:De�nition 3 (Shifted Barrier Problem)We will denote the following prob-lem (SBP):P(�; �) = �minx f� (x; �) = c(x) + ��(� �D(x)) s/t x 2 B�(recall that B = fxj Ax = b; 0 � x � ug :) Schultz and Meyer solve a se-quence of (SBP) in which the shifted barrier f�ig tends to the original barrierd. Let xi be the approximate minimizer of P(�; �i), then they choose �i+1 suchthat the following hold:D(xi) < �i+1 � �i and �i+1 � d (13)and in the limit either �1 = d or (9j) such that lim infi f�ij �Dj:(xi)g = 0(14)They show (in theorem 2.7 of [20]) that one can obtain a strictly feasible pointx̂ using shifted barrier methods provided the original BAP has a strictly feasiblepoint.Theorem 4 (Finite Feasibility) Suppose c(:) is bounded from below on B.Also let �i+1 be chosen to satisfy (13) and (14). If xi 2 B are computed sothat supi f�(xi; �i) is �nite, then a point z 2 B \ C� exists and will be foundin a �nite number of steps. On the other hand if no such point exists thenf� (xi; �i)! +1.



25They propose the following algorithm for choosing �i which they prove (in the-orem 2.9 of [20]) satis�es the conditions (13) and (14):�1j = 8>><>>: dj if Dj:(x0) < djDj:(x0) + � if Dj:(x0) � dj (15)where � > 0 is a constant. After computing xi set:�ij = 8>><>>: dj if Dj:(xi) < dj��Dj:(xi) + (1 � ��)�ij if Dj:(x0) � dj (16)The parameter �� 2 (0; 1) is prechosen and �xed. Note here that an e�cientalgorithm for solving the shifted barrier problem (SBP) plays a key role in�nding a feasible point.2.3.3 Optimality PhaseWe reach this phase if x̂ = x0 (found in the relaxed phase) satis�es the cou-pling constraints strictly or if we've gone through the feasibility phase and haveobtained a point x̂ that not only satis�es the network and bound constraintsbut also satis�es the coupling constraints strictly. Schultz in his doctoral thesisrefers to this stage of the algorithm as the \Re�ned Phase". Here the initialpoint x̂ is \re�ned" through an iterative process and the algorithm terminateswith an approximately optimal point x�. Essentially the algorithm will proceedas follows:



26Repeat until suitable xi is achieved:generate xi, the approximate solution of P(� i; d),set � i+1 = max(�inf; ��� i)�inf and �� are prechosen factors where �� 2 (0; 1) and �inf is very small (e.g.10�6).As observed from the above the major step in both feasibility and optimalityphase is to approximately solve the barrier problem P. This is the centralpoint of Schultz-Meyer decomposition algorithm and also of this thesis. Wewill proceed by presenting decomposition scheme and the relevant theorems,discuss the improvements relative to Schultz-Meyer and present our methods(in chapters 3{5) which incorporate these improvements.2.3.4 Schultz-Meyer Decomposition of the Barrier Prob-lemIn order to generate an approximate solution of P(�; �); Schultz and Meyer startwith an initial feasible point x (e.g. x0 in the �rst iteration of the feasibilityphase or x̂ at the start of the optimality phase). At each iteration they �rst�nd search directions by solving subproblems and then use this information ina coordination step to come up with a new iterate with a better objective value.



27Convex Quadratic SubproblemsAt each iteration t, Schultz and Meyer use subproblems of the form:minimizey gt(y � xt) + (y � xt)Gt(y � xt) (17)subject to Ay = a and 0 � y � R(xt) (18)where gt satis�es: limt!1 jjgt �rf(xt)jj = 0and the symmetric matrices Gt satisfy:(9 � > 0) (8 t; x) 0 � x0Gtx � �jjxjj2Note here that if Gt = 0 then the above quadratic subproblem turns into alinear subproblem.The subproblem presented above is the minimization of a second (or inspecial cases �rst) order approximation of the barrier problem subject to thenetwork and bound constraints. The upper bound R(xt) acts as a type of trustregion to eliminate taking very short steps (this is small w variables or largevalues of y variables). We tried the algorithm without using the decoupledresource allocation and we got very poor computational results in that theconvergence was much slower. Ordinarily there would be an equivalent of R(xt)for the lower bounds on the variables, however since the matrix of couplingconstraints is non-negative the lower bounds remain at zero for the decoupled



28resource allocation (see [20]).If the matrix Gt is chosen appropriately (e.g. taking Gt to be a block diagonalapproximation of the hessian of f(xt) or Gt = 0) then (17) is decomposableover the blocks. Hence the subproblem can be solved in parallel.Coordinator ProblemOnce the subproblem is solved and search directions yt[k] for each block k aredetermined then we need to determine what stepsize is to be taken in eachblock. Consider the search matrix at iteration t:Y t = 0BBBBBB@ yt[1] � xt[1] : : : 0... . . . 00 : : : yt[K] � xt[K] 1CCCCCCAthe Schultz-Meyer decomposition method �nds the relevant stepsizes by approx-imately solving the problem below (we will denote this problem SMC).minw2<K f(xt + Y tw) subject to 0 � xt + Y tw � u:Observe that (SMC) is a nonlinear problem with K variables, so as the sizeof the BAP grows, or as the number of blocks increase, the time to solve (SMC)gets very large. SMC is always feasible since the weight w can be chosen as0. Also the coordination step here creates a serial bottleneck to an otherwisehighly parallelized algorithm. That is, while the processor assigned to solve(SMC) is busy solving the coordinator, the rest of the processors are idle. Thisleads to the idea of parallelizing the coordination process. While it is possible



29to parallelize the solution procedure for (SMC), this would not be an easy task.In view of this, we developed simple parallelizable approaches that proved tobe e�ective.



30
Chapter 3Synchronous Multi-CoordinationSchemesIn this chapter we introduce ways of parallelizing the coordination step in thedecomposition method for the solution of the barrier problem. As in the Schultz-Meyer, there will beK subproblems whereK is the number of the blocks of BAP.However, instead of a single coordination problem there will be P coordinators.The P coordinating problems are solved in parallel, each producing a pro-posed next iterate. The point produced by the coordinator that has the best(least) objective value is then chosen as the next iterate. So this process canbe viewed as \two-level" coordination where the �rst level consists of producingpossible iterates and the second is a simple pass through these candidates topick the best as the next iterate (see �gure 1 for illustration of the case K = P ).First we remind the reader of the form of the subproblems and discuss the
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Figure 1: Single-variable multi-coordination



32nature of decoupled resource allocations in more detail. Then we introduce thesimplest parallel coordination scheme with P = K and one coordinator for eachsubproblem. This scheme is referred to as \single-variable". We present con-vergence results for the single-variable coordination scheme. We also present\group" and \block-plus-group" multi-coordination schemes and give conver-gence results for them.3.1 Subproblems and Decoupled Resource Al-locationDe�ne a decoupled resource allocation for B to be an interval valued mapR (essentially a box \centered" around the argument xt) by:R(xt) := nz 2 <N j 0 � z � R(xt)owhere 8x 2 B 0 � x � R(xt) � u; (19)for any bounded sequence fxtg � B[1t=0R(xt) is bounded (20)and for any z 2 B and any bounded sequence fxtg � B with�t := maxf� j 0 � � � 1 and xt + �(z � xt) 2 R(xt)g; (21)



33we have lim inft!1�t > 0:Recall that the subproblem for determining the search direction generated bythe l-th block then is of the form:miny[k] gt[k](y[k] � xt[k]) + (y[k] � xt[k])Gt[k](y[k] � xt[k]) (22)subject to A[k]y[k] = b[k]0 � y[k] � R(xt)[k]:Where it is assumed that if gt is the concatenation of gt[k]:limt!1 jjgt �rf(xt)jj = 0; (23)and if Gt is the block diagonal matrix with Gt[k] for the k-th block:9� > 0 such that (8t)(8x) 0 � xGtx � �jjxjj2: (24)In our implementation we used the decoupled resource allocation providedby Schultz in his doctoral thesis. He proves that if R(xt) is chosen as:R(xt)n = min [un; xtn + �;xn +minj (maxf
; !(�j �Dj�(xt))grD(xt)j;n jrD(xt)j;n > 0) ]then it satis�es the conditions (19) through (21). The parameters �;
 and !are positive real numbers and we give their values in the computational resultssection. Let j(t) be the index of the subproblem that produces the least sub-problem objective, and yt[j(t)] be the direction produced by that subproblem.



34De�ne the notation yt blockwise as:yt[k] = 8>><>>: yt[k] if k = j(t)xt[k] otherwiseTheorem 5 ( Su�ciency of Search Directions) Suppose that fxtg � B \dom f; xt ! ~x 2 B \ dom f; and yt is as above. Also suppose there exists~y 2 lim ptfytg with rf(~x)(~y � ~x) � 0 (25)then 8z 2 B rf(~x)(z � ~x) � 0Proof Without loss of generality thin the sequence so that yt ! ~y: Then from(23), (24), and (25) it follows that for any block l(8� > 0) 9t� such that (8t > t�)gt[l](yt[l] � xt[l]) + (yt[l] � xt[l])TGt[l](yt[l] � xt[l]) > ��: (26)Now suppose for some z 2 Brf(~x)(z � ~x) = �� < 0:Still further thin the sequence so that Gt ! ~G: De�ne �t as in (21) and ~� :=lim inft�t > 0: Then � 2 (0; 1) independent of t may be picked such that:�~�(z � ~x)T ~G(z � ~x) < �=2



35then �~�rf(~x)(z � ~x) + �2~�2(z � ~x)T ~G(z � ~x) < ��� ~�2 < 0:Hence (9~t > 0) such that (8t > ~t)gt[�~�(z � xt)] + [��t(z � xt)]TGt[��t(z � xt)] < ��� ~�4 < 0:This implies there exists a block m such that:gt[m][�~�(z[m] � xt[m])] + [��t(z[m] � xt[m])]TGt[m][��t(z[m] � xt[m])] < ��� ~�4K < 0where K is the number of the blocks. The above contradicts (26) and hence theconclusion of the theorem is valid.3.2 Single-Variable Multi-CoordinationIn this section each coordination subproblem involves only a single variable andthere is a 1� 1 correspondence between the coordinators and the subproblems.The subproblems generate descent directions for their block (or demonstratethat none exist) and then each subproblem communicates the descent directionto the coordinator responsible for that particular subproblem. The followingdescribes the coordinator and the properties of the solution of the coordinator.De�ne blockwise the vector yti corresponding to the ith subproblem:(yti)[k] = 8>><>>: xt[k] if k 6= iyt[i] otherwise (27)



36where yt[i] is the direction produced by the ith subproblem and xt is the currentiterate. Then the ith coordinator problem is formed as:minwi2< f(xt + (yti � xt)wi) subject to 0 � xt + (yti � xt)wi � uIt should be noted that the above constraints are equivalent to bound constraintson wi. Also notice that the vector yti � xt is non-zero only in the ith block. Inthis section we use the assumption that f is convex. LetE(k; t) := fx = (1 � �)xt + �ytk j 0 � � � 1gObserve that E(k; t) corresponds to a subset of the feasible region for the coor-dinator. Coordinator k computes xt+1k = xt + (ytk � xt)w thatf(xt+1k )� f(xt) � � " minx2E(k;t)f(x)� f(xt)# (28)where � 2 (0; 1) is independent of t: To obtain a computationally checkablecondition for (28) suppose 0 is not optimal for coordinator i, and let f tk(�) =f(xt[1]; : : : ; xt[k�1]; xt[k] + (yt[k] � xt[k]; : : : ; xt[K]), then:�[ minx2E(k;t)f(x)� f(xt)] = �[ minx2E(k;t)f(x)� f tk(0)]and minx2E(k;t)f(x) = min0���1 f tk(�)Now f is convex hence f tk(�) is convex ( composing convex and linear functions,)therefore for every � 2 <:f tk(�) � f tk(�) + (� � �)rf tk(�)



37and min0���1 f tk(�) � f ti (�) + minfrf tk(�)(0� �);rf tk(�)(1� �)gsince the linear functional takes its minimum over a line segment at one end. Itwill follow from above that:�[ minx2E(k;t)f(x)� f(xt)] = �[ minx2E(k;t)f(x)� f tk(0)]� �[f tk(�)� f tk(0) +minfrf tk(�)(0� �);rf tk(�)(1� �)g]Thus, if f�ig is a sequence of reals converging to a minimizer of f tk on [0; 1], then�[f tk(�i)� f tk(0) + minfrf tk(�i)(0 � �i);rf tk(�i)(1� �i)g]converges to �[ minx2E(k;t)f(x)� f tk(0)]Therefore, the su�cient decrease condition is satis�ed by any point xt+1k corre-sponding to wk = �i such that:f(xt+1k )� f(xt) � �[f tk(�i)� f tk(0) + minfrf tk(�i)(0� �i);rf tk(�i)(1� �i)g]As described in the introduction, at each iteration, K subproblems are solvedeach producing a search direction for the corresponding block. Within eachgroup i the directions are communicated to the ith coordinator ( recall thatP = K here and there is one coordinator per subproblem ) and the coordinator



38produces xt+1i . Then the point producing the best value amongst the groups ischosen as xt+1 ( the new x iterate.)Let 1 � j � K be the index of the subproblem that produces the minimumsubproblem objective. Then: f(xt+1) � f(xt+1j )and therefore: f(xt+1)� f(xt) � �[ minx2E(j;t)f(x)� f(xt)] (29)where � is the same as in (28).Theorem 6 Convergence of Decomposition Method for Single-VariableMulti-Coordinators Suppose1. f is convex and once continuously di�erentiable,2. x0 2 B \ dom f ,3. yt[l] is the solution to the l-th subproblem where (i) and (ii) hold for somedecoupled resource allocation R,4. xt+1 = xt+ (yti � xt)wti 2 B satis�es the coordinator condition (29) for allt.Then either limt!1 f(xt) = �1 or limt!1 f(xt) = ~f > �1 , and in the lattercase the limit points of xt are optimal solution of the BP.



39Proof. From (29) we observe that the sequence f(xt) is decreasing. There-fore either the function values diverge to �1 or else they have a �nite limitingvalue ~f . Suppose the latter is the case. Let ~x be any limit point of fxtg. Since fhas the property of diverging to +1 at the barrier and the function values aredecreasing it follows that ~x 2 dom f . We see that limt!1 f(xt+1)� f(xt) = 0.Consider a subsequence fx�(t)g � fxtg with x�(t) ! ~x. De�ne �y�(t) as follows:Let 1 � j = j(t) � K be the index of the subproblem that produces the bestdescent direction at iteration t. Then let�y�(t)[i] = 8>><>>: xt[i] if i 6= jyt[j] otherwiseand denote E(j(t); t) by E(t). Now by the boundedness of resource allocation(20) we have that f�y�(t)g is bounded hence the sequence may further be thinnedto obtain �y�(t) ! ~y. Now for all � 2 (0; 1] the following holds:f((1 � �)x�(t) + ��y�(t)) � [ minx2E(t)f(x)� f(x�(t))]� 1� [f(x�(t)+1)� f(x�(t))](The �rst inequality is due to de�nition of E(t) and the second follows from(29).)Since the right hand side ! 0 as t!1 we have f((1 � �)~x + �~y)� f(~x) � 0.Taking the limit as � approaches 0 we get rf(~x)(~y � ~x) � 0. This togetherwith (5) proves the conclusion.



403.3 Group and Block-Plus-GroupMulti-CoordinationIn this section there are two multiple coordination schemes presented as alter-natives to single-variable coordinators: \group" coordinators and \block-plus-group" coordinators. There are no changes in the subproblems.A group coordinator is used when instead of a 1 � 1 relationship between sub-problems and coordinators, each coordinator is responible for a group of sub-problems. Let  � f1; :::;Kg denote the group of subproblems coordinator p isresponsible for. Also let Y t be the matrix described columnwise below:(Y t )l = 8>><>>: 0 if l 62 (ytl � xt) if l 2  (30)Then the p-th coordinator problem is formed as:minw f(xt + Y tw) subject to 0 � xt + Y tw � u :Let i = i() 2  be the index of the subproblem that produced the best directionamong those in group . Then coordinator p computes xt+1(p) = xt+Y tw thatsatis�es: (8t) f(xt+1(p))� f(xt) � �[ minx2E(i;t)f(x)� f(xt)] (31)(Note that the above is certainly satis�ed at optimality since E(i; t) is a subsetof the feasible region for the p-th coordinator.) The computationally checkablecondition for (31) is the same as that for (28) in section 1.2.Now xt+1 is chosen among xt+1(p) 's so that f(xt+1) � f(xt+1(p)) (8p). Hence



41if 1 � j � K is the index of the subproblem that produces the best direction itfollows that: f(xt+1)� f(xt) � �[ minx2E(j;t)f(x)� f(xt)]Therefore the crucial inequality for the proof of the decomposition method usingmultiple coordinators (6) is preserved. This yields convergence for the groupcoordinator case.A \block-plus-group" coordinator handles a particular original block of variablesi explicitly as well as stepsize variables for directions provided by a group  ofsubproblems (i 62 ). A block-plus-group coordinator problem is then formedas: min�;x[i] f(x[1] + �1(Y t )1; :::; x[i�1]+ �i�1(Y t )i�1; x[i];x[i+1] + �i+1(Y t )i+1; :::; x[K]+ �K(Y t )K)subject to A[i]x[i] = b[i]0 � x[l] + �l(Y t )l � u[l] (8l 2 )0 � x[i] � u[i]Now let ~i 2 fig[ be the index of the subproblem producing the best directionamong those in  or the ith subproblem. Then the block-plus-group coordinatorresponsible for i and  ( say coordinator p) computes xt+1(p) such that:(8t) f(xt+1(p))� f(xt) � �[ minx2E(~i;t) f(x)� f(xt)] (32)(Again E(~i; t) is a subset of the feasible set for the block-plus-group coordinatortherefore (32) hold at optimality.) The computationally checkable condition for



42(32) is the same as that for (28).Same as before, xt+1 is chosen among xt+1(p) so that f(xt+1) � f(xt+1(p))(8p).So if 1 � j � K is the index of the subproblem that produces the best directionit follows that: f(xt+1)� f(xt) � �[ minx2E(j;t)f(x)� f(xt)]Therefore the convergence proof carries through for block-plus-group coordina-tors as well.3.4 Approximate Solution of Coordinators andSubproblems3.4.1 Stabilization Algorithm for Single-Variable Coor-dinationWe may use the stabilization algorithm outlined in �gure 2 for approximatelysolving the single variable coordinator k:Let xt+1;k = xt+�tk(xt+ ytk). De�ne j(t) to be the index of the block with leastsubproblem objective. Also de�ne c(t) to be the index of the coordinator withleast objective at time t. Then we choose xt+1 = xt+1;c(t), so we havef(xt+1) � f(xt) + 1�tkrf t[k]:(yt[k] � xt[k]) (8k)



43We now proceed to prove the convergence of stabilization algorithm:Theorem 7 (convergence of stabilization for SVC) Suppose� f is essentially smooth and B is closed and convex,� x0 2 B is given,� the iterates xt are bounded (one way of insuring this is to assume theupprebounds u <1),� ytk de�ned as in (27),� xt+1 and �t chosen according to the stabilization algorithm.Then� The stabilization algorithm terminates in a �nite number of steps,� the svc algorithm produces a sequence fxtg of feasible points,� if ~x is a limit point of fxtg then ~x is a KKT point for the barrier problem.Proof We thin the sequence so that:xt ! ~xytj(t) ! ~y



441. For each coordinator k, the stabilization algorithm terminates in a �nitenumber of steps with �tk 2 [0::1]:We have f(xt + �(ytk � xt))� f(xt)� �rf t[k]:(yt[k] � xt[k]) 2 O(�2)therefore for � small enough, the stabilization condition (33) is satis�ed. Weknow 1 � 1 hence � can get as small as desired.2.We start with x0 2 B and � 2 [0::1] and ytk feasible for the coordinator, hencewe maintain feasibility from xt to xt+1.3.Here we want to prove that using stabilization algorithm, if ~x is a limit pointof the sequence xt, then ~x is a KKT point for the barrier problem:Our algorithm ensures f(xt+1) � f(xt), so either f(xt) ! �1 in which casethe problem is unbounded or limt!1 f(xt+1)�f(xt) = 0. In the latter case (33)shows: lim inft!1 �tj(t)rf t[j(t)](yt[j(t)]� xt[j(t)]) � 0but rf t[j(t)]:(yt[j(t)]� xt[j(t)]) = rf t:(ytj(t) � xt) by def of ytj(t):Hence lim inft!1 �tj(t)rf t:(ytj(t) � xt) � 0.Now if �tj(t) is bounded away from zero we have:lim inft!1 rf t:(ytj(t)� xt) � 0and the theorem is proved using su�ciency of search directions lemma. Soconsider �tj(t) for which a subsequence ��(t)j(�(t)) ! 0 ( we'll drop the subscript �



45from here on).Let f(xt+1;k) be the objective of the kth coordinator at time t + 1, then fromthe stabilization algorithm and the fact that �tj(t) ! 0 we have:f(xt + �tj(t)2 (ytj(t) � xt)) > f(xt) + 12�tj(t)rf t(ytj(t) � xt)( otherwise we would have terminated with � = �tj(t)2 .) Hencef(xt + �tj(t)2 (ytj(t) � xt))� f(xt)�tj(t) > 12rf t:(ytj(t) � xt)Since �tj(t) ! 0 we get:rf(~x):(~y � ~x) � 1rf(~x):(~y � ~x)So we have rf(~x):(~y � ~x) � 0 and hence the claim is proved.3.4.2 Approximate Solutions for the SubproblemsHere we present two theorems which establish convergence of the single-variabledecomposition method when subproblems are only approximately solved.Theorem 8 Assume we solve the subproblems such that the optimality gap isless than �i at each iteration i, and that f�tg ! 0: Also assume:� fxtg � B \ dom f;� xt ! ~x 2 B \ dom f;� yt are the search directions found from subproblems and yt = ytj(t) is as in(27),



46� there exists ~y 2 lim ptfytg withrf(~x)(~y � ~x) � 0 (34)are satis�ed. Then we will prove that8z 2 B rf(~x)(z � ~x) � 0:Proof WLOG thin the sequence so that yt ! ~y: For any block l then(8� > 0) 9t� > 0 such that (8t > t�)gt[l](yt[l] � xt[l]) + (yt[l] � xt[l])TGt[l](yt[l] � xt[l]) > ��: (35)Now suppose for some z 2 Brf(~x)(z � ~x) = �� < 0:Still further thin the sequence so that Gt ! ~G: De�ne �t as in the paper and~� := lim inft�t > 0: Then � 2 (0; 1) independent of t may be picked such that:�~�(z � ~x)T ~G(z � ~x) < �=2then �~�rf(~x)(z � ~x) + �2~�2(z � ~x)T ~G(z � ~x) < ��� ~�2 < 0:Hence (9~t > 0) such that (8t > ~t)gt[��t(z � xt)] + [��t(z � xt)]TGt[��t(z � xt)] < ��� ~�4 < 0:



47This implies there exists a block m such that:gt[m][��t(z[m] � xt[m])] + [��t(z[m] � xt[m])]TGt[m][��t(z[m] � xt[m])] < ��� ~�4K < 0where K is the number of the blocks.Let Q[m](x) represent the subproblem objective at x. ThenQ[m](��t(z � xt)) < ��� ~�4K < 0However (8t > t�� ~�8K ) we haveQ[m](yt[m] � xt[m]) > ��� ~�8KHowever �t, the duality gap, is decreasing to zero. So9t� such that (8t > t�) �t < �� ~�16K :So now let t > max(~t; t�; t��~�8K ) then:jQ[m](��t(z � xt))�Q[m](yt[m] � xt[m])j > �� ~�8KBut the duality gap �t < ��~�16K ; and this yields a contradiction.Another termination criteria for the subproblems can be formed using a boundon the optimality gap. We �rst develop a method for obtaining such bound andthen use this for the subproblem termination criteria. Here we assume that theupper bounds u are �nite. This works well since in practice it is often the case.(P) Minimize f(x) (D) maximize f(x) + �(Ax� a)+r(x� u) + sxsubject to Ax = a subject to rf(x) +A�+ r � s = 00 � x � u � free, r; s � 0



48Now, for any point x that is feasible for (P) we may construct �; r and ssuch that (x; �; r; s) is feasible for (D) (one way of doing this is to take � = 0and write rf(x) = s � r with s; r � 0 and hence we have a bound on theoptimality gap given by: r(u� x) + sx:Now the objective is to �nd the sharpest such bound, so we look for the optimalsolution of the following:minimize r(u� x) + sx (36)subject to s� r = rf(x) +A�s; r � 0:Let g = rf(x); then (36) is equivalent tominimize (A�)x+ ru (37)subject to A�+ r � �gr � 0except the optimal objectives vary by a constant ( objective of (36) is the ob-jective of (37) plus gx). Now we write the dual to (37):(D37) max �g , (D37') min gs/t A = a s/t A = a0 �  � u 0 �  � uSo the sharpest bound on the optimality gap obtained in this manner is � =�the optimal solution of (D37') + gx. Also the above demonstrates the process



49of �nding the bound on the gap is completely parallelizable and timewise equiv-alent to solving a subproblem. For our particular test problems however, thisgap was a vast overestimate and did not work well as a convergence criteria.Now suppose that using �t, the bound on the optimality gap at time t, we usethe following scheme for solving subproblems approximately:Theorem 9 Suppose the above scheme is used to generate approximate solu-tions for the subproblems. Also suppose:� fxtg � B \ dom f;� xt ! ~x 2 B \ dom f;� yt are the search directions found from subproblems and yt = ytj(t) is as in(27),� there exists ~y 2 lim ptfytg withrf(~x)(~y � ~x) � 0 (39)� The optimal objective value for barrier problem is f� 2 <.Then we will prove that 8z 2 B rf(~x)(z � ~x) � 0and that any accumulation point of the sequence fxtg is an optimal solution ofthe barrier problem.



50Proof Suppose there exists z 2 B such that:r ~f(z � ~x) = �� and r ~f(~y � ~x) = 0Then for some block m(t) and for some t0 we have, (8t > t0):rf t[m(t)](z[m(t)] � xt[m(t)]) < ��4Khowever rf t[m(t)](yt[m(t)] � xt[m(t)]) � ��4KSo if there is a subsequence �(t) for which the above subproblems had beensolved to optimality then the above presents a contradiction in view of theorem 5and we obtain the conclusions using theorem theorem 6. Hence the approximateoptimality criteria of (38) must have been satis�ed in the blocks m(t) for allt > t0. Therefore:0 � f(xt)� f� � 1��t � 1�rf t[m(t)](xt[m(t)] � yt[m(t)] � 1�opttwhere optt is the optimal subproblem solution for block m(t). Now we knowoptt # 0 therefore f(~x) = f� so by minimum principle optimality condition wearrive at the conclusions.



51Given 0 < 1 < 2 � 3 < 1if rf t[k]:(yt[k] � xt[k]) � 0set �tk = 0else set � = 1repeat until explicitly stopped :if (f(xt + �(ytk � xt)) � f(xt) + 1�rf t[k]:(yt[k] � xt[k]) (33)then �tk = � and stop.else � = 2� and continue.Figure 2: Stabilization Algorithm for Single-Variable Coordination
Terminate with the subproblem for block k if:rf(xt)[k](yt[k] � xt[k]) < 0 and rf(xt)[k](xt[k] � yt[k]) � ��t (38)for � 2 (0; 1), or if the above is not possible terminate with the optimal LPsolution. Figure 3: Approximate Optimality for Subproblems
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Chapter 4Computational ResultsIn this chapter we present computational results from the implementation ofsingle-variable and group multi-coordination schemes. We start by describingthe test problems and sketch a compact version of our solution algorithm. Wewill then present the values of the parameters in our code. In the last sec-tion of this chapter we present our computational results for each of the abovementioned schemes and compare them to those of De Leone [14], Zenios andPinar [18], McBride and Mamer [15], Schultz and Meyer [20] and Grigoriadisand Khachiyan [10].



534.1 The Implementation4.1.1 Algorithm and ImplementationAs we discussed in chapter 2, our algorithm follows the basic three phase methodof Schultz and Meyer. Figure (4) presents a sketch of the three phase method.Although we use the same structure as the three phase method, we generateapproximate solutions of the shifted barrier problem using single-variable orgroup multi-coordination schemes. The algorithm for approximately solving(SBP) using single-variable multi-coordination is presented in (5) and the groupmulti-coordination scheme is presented in �gure (6).We implemented our code on the Thinking Machines Corporation'sConnec-tion Machine CM-5. The machine runs the CMOST 7.3 operating systemand we used the CMMD message passing library for inter-processor commu-nication. In the single-variable coordination scheme very little inter-processorcommunication is necessary since each processor uses only the search direction itproduced to solve the sv-coordinator problem. In fact the only inter-processorcommunication in this algorithm takes place when we look for the candidatewith the least coordinator objective (see step 3 of (5)). This is done using thereduce command which very e�ciently searches all processors for a minimumsuch value.The group coordination scheme calls for more communication. Each proces-sor, prior to solving its assigned coordinator problem needs to know the search



54directions for the blocks in its group. We could have used the scan commandavailable from the CMMD library so that each node would only get the in-formation regarding the group assigned to it. However we found the concatcommand more exible and e�cient. Had we used the scan command, therewould be jj � 1 passes (where  is the group) through the processors to dis-tribute the necessary information. We used concat to allow every processor tohave information about the current search direction on every node (the entirevector y rather than y[k] for some blocks k).The algorithm would terminate if the maximum subproblem objective normwas less than the parameter spobj-tol or passed a certain number of iterations.We ran the code until we achieved at least six digits of accuracy in the optimalobjective (compared with the previous results obtained by Schultz and Meyer).4.1.2 ParametersIn all instances we used the log barrier function to form the barrier problem. Wealso scaled the cost coe�cients so that jjcjj1 = 1. The rest of the parameterswere as follows:� � = 10�2 is the original amount of perturbation for the shifted barrier.� �� = 0:95 is the parameter used in (16) to produce a sequence of shiftedbarriers which converge to the original barrier.



55� � 0 = 100 is the initial value of the penalty parameter. The objective costsare scaled so that jjcjj1 = 1.� �inf = 10�6 is the minimum possible value for the penalty parameter.� 
 = 10�8 is the parameter used in determining the value of the decoupledresource allocation. This small value of 
 allows for a close approach tothe boundary of the trust region.� � = 1010 (which turns out to be a redundant upper bound for decoupledresource allocation of our test problems).� ! 2 (0:5; 0:9) worked well. ! is the scaling factor used in determining thedecoupled resource allocation.� �fact 2 (0:25; 0:4) the factor by which we dropped the penalty parameter(for the larger problems we used a greater value of �fact which correspondsto a more gradual decrease of the penalty parameter).4.1.3 The PDS ProblemsThe class of test problems is referred to as the Patient Distribution System (orPDS) problems. We chose the PDS problems to test our algorithm because theseare real world problems and quite a few recently developed methods (includingthe Schultz-Meyer) have used PDS problems as bench mark. The PDS modelis a logistics model designed to help make decisions about patient evacuation.



56Assume that the parameters� > 0 �� 2 (0; 1)� 1 > 0 �inf > 0 �� 2 (0; 1)are given. Also recall: B = fxj Ax = b; 0 � x � ugC = fxj Dx � dgRELAXED PHASEi = 0Compute x0 as the solution of the \relaxed" problemIf we determine that B = ; then quitSet �1 as in (15)If x0 2 C�Then go to the re�ne phaseOtherwise go to the feasibility phaseFEASIBILITY PHASEi = i+ 1Generate xi as an approximate solution of P(� i; �i)Set �i+1 as in (16)� i+1 = � iIf xi 2 B \ C�Then go to the re�ne phaseOtherwise repeat the feasibility phaseREFINE PHASE i = i+ 1Set �i = dGenerate xi as an approximate solution of P(� i; �i)� i+1 = max(�inf; ��� i)Repeat the re�ne phase until xi is \suitable"Figure 4: The three-phase method
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To generate an approximate solution of P(�; �) using single-variable multi-coordination:1. Solve the linear subproblem:miny[k] rf(xt)[k](y[k] � xt[k])such that A[k]y[k] = b[k]0 � y[k] � R(xt)[k]for each block k2. Solve the single-variable coordinator problem:minwk2< f(xt + (ytk � xt)wk) subject to 0 � xt + (ytk � xt)wk � uand set xt;k = xt + (ytk � xt)w�k where w�k is the optimal solution of the coordi-nator.3. Choose xt+1 = xt;c(t) where c(t) is the index of the block that producesthe least objective for the barrier problem.Figure 5: Inner iteration for single-variable multi-coordination
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To generate an approximate solution of P(�; �) using group multi-coordination:1. Solve the linear subproblem:miny[k] rf(xt)[k](y[k] � xt[k])such that A[k]y[k] = b[k]0 � y[k] � R(xt)[k]for each block k2. Let k be the group of blocks node k is responsible for. We will dropthe k subscript for ease of notation. Each group coordinator problem is of theform: minw f(xt + Y tw) subject to 0 � xt + Y tw � u :where  is the group of subproblems coordinator k is responsible for and Y t isas in (30).Set xt;k = xt + Y tw� where w� is the optimal solution of above.3. Choose xt+1 = xt;c(t) where c(t) is the index of the block that producesthe least objective for the barrier problem.Figure 6: Inner iteration for group multi-coordination



59PDS-x denotes the problem that models a scenario lasting x days. Table (7)lists the sizes of the problems we considered and the reader can observe thatthe size of PDS-x grows rapidly as x grows. PDS problems are linear multi-commodity network ow problems with 11 commodities. The column labeledmax node gives the maximum number of nodes and the column labeled maxarc presents the maximum number of arcs. The last two columns in the tablepresent the size of the problem when considered as an LP. The column labeledtotal constr. contains the total number of node constraints plus the number ofmutual constraints. The column labeled total var. contains the total number ofarcs.The block constraint matrices for these block-angular problems are node-arcincidence matrices. We take advantage of this fact in our code and use a verye�cient network ow solver NSM [23] to solve the subproblems. NSM uses thenetwork simplex method to solve the subproblems. Since the upper bounds onthe subproblems are changed from each iteration to the next (we adjust thedecoupled resource allocation) we can not use \hot starting". That is, we needto start with an all-arti�cial basis at every iteration.We used the optimization package MINOS [17] in the form of a subroutine(MINOS 5.4) in order to solve the coordinator problems for both single-variableand group coordination. MINOS solves the above using a reduced-gradientalgorithm in conjunction with a quasi-Newton algorithm. MINOS requires anydomain constraint for the objective function to be speci�ed explicitly. Therefore



60problem max node max arc coupling total constr. total var.pds.1 126 339 87 1,473 3,729pds.2 252 685 181 2,953 7,535pds.3 390 1117 303 4,593 12,287pds.5 686 2,149 553 8,099 23,639pds.10 1,399 4,433 1,169 16,558 48,763pds.20 2,857 10,116 2,447 33,874 105,728pds.30 4,223 15,126 3,491 49,944 154,998pds.40 5,652 20,698 4,672 66,844 212,859Figure 7: Sizes of the PDS problems testedwe had to put in linear constraints that imposed lower bounds on the argumentsof each log term involved in the barrier function. This procedure amountedto imposing upper and lower bounds on w when using single-variable multi-coordination. In the group multi-coordination case however we ended up withJ (recall J is the number of coupling constraints) linear constraints for eachcoordinator problem which is quite signi�cant for large problems. We used thedefault parameters except for the feasibility and optimality tolerance which wereset to 10�11 in the single-variable case and to 10�6 in the group case.We stopped at pds-40 mainly because the particular network solver we useddoes not work very e�ciently for problems larger than those in pds-40. Wealso tested our code on another group of problems generated by MNETGEN [1]which is a derivative of NETGEN [13] discussed later in this section.



614.2 Analysis of the Results4.2.1 Single-variable multi-coordinationIn table (8) we present the solution results of the PDS problems we tested us-ing single-variable multi-coordination method. In table (8) the �rst column,labeled feas, contains the number of outer iterations for the feasibility phase(there were 2 inner iterations per outer iteration). During the feasibility phase,from one outer iteration to the next the variable � was changed as in (16).The next column contains the number of additional outer iterations to op-timality. We changed the value of the penalty parameter � by the relation� i+1 = min(�fact � � i; �inf). This column is followed by the inner column whichcontains the number of inner iterations per outer iteration in the optimalityphase. Next is the column labeled sub time. Here we summed the time it tookto solve the subproblems that took longest to solve in each iteration over thenumber of iterations. Column coor time contains the sum of the times it tookto solve the coordinators that took longest to be solved. rlx time is the time ittook to solve the most time consuming subproblem in the relaxed phase. Thecolumn labeled total contains the total time taken to solve the correspondingPDS problem and comm. is the percentage of time spent on communication.The communication percentage is calculated by taking the time it took to solvethe relaxed problem plus subproblem and coordination time away from the totaltime and then dividing this by the total time and multiplying the result by 100.



62problem feas opt inner rlx time coor time sub time total % comm.pds.1 5 15 2 0.02 0.77 0.63 2.4 *pds.2 5 15 2 0.04 0.90 1.49 3.7 *pds.3 5 18 2 0.07 1.68 3.15 7.1 *pds.5 5 23 2 0.23 3.19 9.14 16.9 *pds.10 5 23 2 0.65 6.13 28.61 45.11 20pds.20 5 23 2 4.6 12.56 191.91 252.84 17pds.30 5 20 4 13.09 33.65 754.36 901.72 11pds.40 5 20 4 36.57 45.75 1404.14 1806.44 17Figure 8: Solution using single-variable multi-coordinationWe used asterisks to indicate the times were too small to extract a meaningfulcommunications percentage.4.2.2 Group multi-coordinationTable (9) contains information about the solution of large PDS problems usinggroup multi-coordination scheme. We also tried the group multi-coordinationmethod on small PDS problems. The results for the small problems were notcompetitive with those found in the single- variable implementation. In table(9) the columns are labeled much the same as columns in table (8). The onlynew column is group size. This column contains the number of variables thatwe picked as the group size for each problem for the optimality phase.In the group multi-coordination, the feasibility phase was still implementedusing single-variable coordinators. As shown in table (8) a feasible point wasobtained very e�ciently using single-variable coordinators. Table (9) shows that



63problem sub time coor time total group size % communicationpds.10 29 6 45 1 20pds.10 20 43 102 3 37pds.20 192 13 253 1 17pds.20 141 135 355 3 21pds.30 754 34 902 1 11pds.30 447 182 800 3 20pds.30 308 191 654 5 22pds.30 484 647 1273 7 11pds.30 569 647 1395 11 12pds.40 1404 46 1806 1 17pds.40 1124 189 1704 3 21pds.40 897 199 1434 5 21pds.40 1009 666 1980 7 14pds.40 1254 926 2370 11 7Figure 9: Comparison of single-variable and group multi-coordinationfor problems smaller than pds-30, solving subproblems is inexpensive and wedon't gain anything from group multi-coordination. However for the larger PDSproblems (e.g. PDS-30 and PDS-40) we can save time (26-27% speed up) if wechoose the appropriate group size. Graph (10) plots the solution time for thelarge PDS problems using single-variable multi-coordination versus using groupmulti-coordination.4.2.3 ComparisonIn table (11) we compare the best of our results with other reported results onthe same set of problems. We have reviewed the methods in chapter 1. The
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Figure 10: Single-variable multi-coordination vs. group multi-coordination�rst column gives the timing results obtained by Shultz and Meyer. They im-plemented their method on the Sequent Symmetry machine on which each nodeis 5-10 times slower than the nodes of the connection machine CM5. Resultsobtained by Zenios and Pinar (in column labeled ZP) have been implementedon the Cray-YMP with 8 processors using the vector units hence the processorsare 2-4 times faster than the nodes of CM5. Grigoriadis and Khachiyan [10] im-plemented their algorithm on the IBM RS 6000-550 which is 3 times faster thana node on the CM-5. McBride and Mamer [15] implemented their algorithm onthe HP-730 work station which is also three times as fast as a node of the CM5.Another refrence for solution of the PDS problems (only up to pds.10) is [21].



65problem SM ZP GK MM MCpds.10 1711 408 123 40 45pds.20 7920 1947 372 427 253pds.30 19380 7504 756 838 654pds.40 37620 { 1448 4517 1434Figure 11: Time comparison with other solution methods4.3 The MNETGEN problemsAnother set of problems we considered were those produced by MNETGEN. Wediscovered that the problems produced by this generator contain some mutualconstraints that held as equations for any feasible point. Therefore there is nointerior for the mutual constraints. Hence we perturbed the right hand sideof the mutual constraints by 1 (this perturbation is 0.06-0.25 % of the originalright hand side). We anticipated di�culties with these problems due to theirrandom nature and initial lack of interior. The �nal solutions obtained were ranto a su�cient number of iterations (shown as col \opt") to achieve an accuracyof 4 digits (in comparison with previous results) and the timing results arereasonable. Table 12 contains the sizes and table 13 presents the results of theMNETGEN problems.



66problem max node # blocks max arc coupling total constr. total var.100.4 100 4 218 129 529 872100.8 100 8 229 131 931 1048200.4 200 4 423 252 1052 1692200.8 200 8 449 277 1077 3592Figure 12: Sizes of MNETGEN problems
problem # coor opt sub time coor time �nal objective100.4 1 30 6.3 8.9 0.668846e+06100.4 3 30 6.3 16.2 0.668836e+06100.8 1 30 6.7 9.1 0.131111e+07100.8 3 30 6.7 15.5 0.131105e+07100.8 5 30 6.8 26.7 0.131107e+07100.8 7 30 6.7 33.1 0.131107e+07200.4 1 40 11.0 20.9 0.164367+07200.4 3 40 11.0 40.5 0.164154+07200.8 1 40 16.2 24.0 0.320105+07200.8 3 40 16.3 56.0 0.319489+07200.8 5 40 16.3 80.6 0.319471+07200.8 7 40 16.3 110.0 0.319413+07Figure 13: Results for MNETGEN problems
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Chapter 5Asynchronous DecompositionMethodsConsider the case when the number of blocks in the BAP is larger then thenumber of processors available. This chapter is devoted to asynchronous solu-tion methods, one application of which is when K > P where K is the numberof blocks and P is the number of available processors. We de�ne a cycle lengthn = dK=P e: In this chapter we require the upper bounds u on the variable x tobe �nite.5.1 Discription of the MethodWe assume that K > P; and that information available on some blocks at timet is from previous iterations. This information has to be \recent" enough in



68order to prove convergence. To formalize the above idea we use the \cullingfunction" introduced by Schultz and Meyer.De�nition 4 The function � : f1; : : : ;Kg�Z+ ! Z is called a culling func-tion if y�(k;t)[k] is a search direction used for block k at time t and(8k) limt!1 jjxt[k] � x�(k;t)[k] jj = 0: (40)(For a more detailed discussion of the above de�nition see Schultz's thesis [20]).We now construct a particular culling function for our algorithm. We dividethe blocks into n disjoint groups, n � 1 of which contain P blocks, while thelast group contains the remaining blocks. At each iteration we concern ourselveswith only one group. Hence at each iteration we have at least as many processorsavailable as the number of blocks. Let us denote the group we process atiteration t by gt. Then at iteration t we solve subproblems for every blockin group gt to obtain search directions for those blocks. We then solve singlevariable coordinators and choose the coordinator with the least objective valuefor producing the next iterate.Let k be the index of a given block and de�nei = 8>><>>: 0 if t � nb t�d(k+1)=P en c ow (41)then the corresponding culling function for our asynchronous algorithm is:�(k; t) = dk + 1P e+ n:i



69Notice that: t� d(k + 1)=P en � bt� dk+1P en c � 1therefore t� dk + 1P e � n:bt� dk+1P en c � nso t� �(k; t) � n:5.2 Single-Variable Coordination in the Asyn-chronous CaseIn this case, at each time t a batch of blocks (P of them) gets processed inthe same manner as in the synchronous case. That is, each processor producessearch directions for the block it is responsible for (at time t) and proceeds tosolve the corresponding single variable coordinator. Then the next iterate istaken to be the one that produced the least coordinator objective (among theblocks considered at time t) concatenated by zeros in every other block.De�ne the following stabilization algorithm for solving coordinator k:Let xt+1;k = xt + �tk(xt + y�(k;t);k). De�ne j(t) to be the index of the blockwith the least subproblem objective ( here we are using the �(k; t) update foreach block k.) Also de�ne c(t) to be the index of the coordinator with the leastobjective at time t. Then we choose xt+1 = xt+1;c(t), so we havef(xt+1) � f(xt) + 1�tkrf t[k]:(y�(k;t)[k] � xt[k]) (8k)



70Given 0 < 1 < 2 < 1if rf t[k]:(y�(k;t)[k] � xt[k]) � 0set �tk = 0else set � = 1repeat until explicitly stopped :if (f(xt + �(y�(k;t);k � xt))� f(xt)� 1�rf t[k]:(y�(k;t)[k] � xt[k])� jj�(y�(k;t)[k] � xt[k])jj2(�)then �tk = � and stop.else � = 2� and continue.Figure 14: Stabilization Algorithm for Asynchronous Single-Variable Coordina-tionThe following lemma due to Schultz indicates that so long as jjxt[k]�x�(k;t)[k] jj ! 0,the \old information" y�(k;t)[k] may play the role of \new information" computedrelative to xt[k].Lemma 5 Suppose that � is a culling function as described above and that ytsolves the subproblems in (22) with base point xt and Gt block diagonal (blockscorresponding to the original blocks) i.e. no coupling between the subproblems.Then for t su�ciently large the subproblem solutions with kth block given byy�(k;t)[k] solve subproblems of the form (22).The proof for the above lemma is presented in Schultz's thesis [20]. Schultz alsopresents in his thesis two conditions that imply (40):Proposition 6 Each of the following implies (40):



711. fxtg converges and (8k) limt!1 �(k; t) = +12. limt!1 jjxt+1 � xtjj = 0 and (9T ) (8(k; t)) t� �(k; t) � TThe proof for the above is very short and simple, it may also be found in [20].Lemma 7 The stepsize �t = 0 if and only if �j(t) = 0:Proof Suppose �j(t) = 0: This only happens ifrf t[j(t)]:(y�(j(t);t)[j(t)] � xt[j(t)]) � 0:So by de�nition of j(t) we have:rf t[k]:(y�(k;t)[k] � xt[k]) � 0 (8k)hence �t = 0:On the other hand if �t = 0 thenf(xt+1) = f(xt) � f(xt+1;j(t))� f(xt) + �j(t):1[rf t[j(t)]:(y�(j(t);t)[j(t)] � xt[j(t)])��j(t)k(y�(j(t);t)[j(t)] � xt[j(t)])k2]If �j(t) > 0; then the right hand side is less than f(xt) and this yields a contra-diction.We now proceed to prove the convergence of stabilization algorithm for theasynchronous case:



72Theorem 10 Suppose that1. f is essentially smooth, B is closed and convex (and we assume the upperbonds u are �nite so that B is bounded),2. we start with x0 2 B, an initial feasible point,3. y�(k;t)[k] is the search direction for block k at time t using the culling function� from above,4. the stepsizes �t and the iterates xt are chosen according to the algorithmoutlined in �gure 14.Then:1. the stabilization algorithm terminates in a �nite number of steps with �tk 2[0::1];2. the iterates xt remain feasible,3. either f(xt) ! �1 or the accumulation points of the sequence fxtg areKKT points for the barrier problem.Proof 1. For each coordinator k, the stabilization algorithm terminates in a�nite number of steps with �tk 2 [0::1]:We havek�(xt[k]�y�(k;t)[k] )k+f(xt+�(y�(k;t);k�xt))�f(xt)��rf t[k]:(y�(k;t)[k] �xt[k]) 2 O(�2)



73therefore since 1 < 1 the stabilization condition (�) is satis�ed for � smallenough.2.We start with x0 2 B and � 2 [0::1] and y�(k;t);k feasible, hence we maintainfeasibility from xt to xt+1.3.Our algorithm ensures f(xt+1) � f(xt), so either f(xt) ! �1 in which casethe problem is unbounded or limt!1 f(xt+1) � f(xt) = 0. From here on weassume that the latter is the case. If we have a subsequence of ��(t) = 0 (andwe will drop the �,) then : kxt+1 � xtk = 0Therefore by proposition 6 we obtain property (40) and then using lemma 5 weobserve that there are no descent directions left hence the theorem is provedfor the subsequence with �t = 0: So now we consider the case where �t > 0:Using the above lemma observe that �t > 0, �j(t) > 0: From the stabilizationalgorithm we have: f(xt+1)� f(xt) � f(xt+1;j(t))� f(xt)� 1�j(t)rf t[j(t)]:(y�(j(t);t)[j(t)] � xt[j(t)])� k�j(t)(y�(j(t);t)[j(t)] � xt[j(t)])k2which implies:0 < 1 � f(xt+1)� f(xt)�j(t)rf t[j(t)]:(y�(j(t);t)[j(t)] � xt[j(t)])� k�j(t)(y�(j(t);t)[j(t)] � xt[j(t)])k2Now the numerator! 0 hence we must have the denominator approaching zeroas well. The denominator consists of two negative terms hence each term has



74to go to zero. This yields:�j(t)rf t[j(t)]:(y�(j(t);t)[j(t)] � xt[j(t)])! 0 (42)Also if we repeat the very same argument except use �t = �c(t) instead of �j(t)we will obtain: k�t(y�(c(t);t)[c(t)] � xt[c(t)])k2 ! 0 (43)which is the same thing as: xt+1 � xt ! 04.Using proposition 6 and (43) from part 3 we conclude that � is a cullingfunction.5.Now suppose that ~x is a limit point of fxtg (recall that the upper bounds uwere assumed to be �nite). Here we will proceed to show su�ciency of searchdirections: lim inft!1 rf t[j(t)]:(yt[j(t)] � xt[j(t)]) � 0First we consider the subsequences with ��(t)j(t) bounded away from zero ( andagain we'll drop the �:) If lim inft!1 �tj(t) > 0 then the stabilization algorithmtogether with (43) imply:lim inft!1 rf t[j(t)]:(y�(j(t);t)[j(t)] � xt[j(t)]) � 0and using lemma 5 we have for t large enough, y�(j(t);t)[j(t)] = yt[j(t)]; thereforelim inft!1 rf t[j(t)]:(yt[j(t)] � xt[j(t)]) � 0



75which combined with the su�ciency of search directions lemma proves the the-orem.If on the other hand we have a subsequence with lim inf��(t)j(t) = 0 then by thestabilization algorithm we must have had:f(xt + �j(t)2 (y�(j(t);t)[j(t)] � xt[j(t)]))� f(xt)�j(t)> 12 [rf t[j(t)]:(y�(j(t);t)[j(t)] � xt[j(t)])� �j(t)2 k(y�(j(t);t)[j(t)] � xt[j(t)]k2]Now further thin the sequence so that:xt ! ~xand y�(j(t);t);j(t) ! yt;j(t) ! ~yjThen by taking limits of both sides we get:12r ~f:(~yj � ~x) � 12r ~f:(~yj � ~x):Therefore since 0 < 1 < 1 and 2 > 0 we obtainr ~f:(~yj � ~x) � 0which together with the su�ciency of search directions lemma proves the theo-rem.



765.3 Asynchronous Group Multi-Coordination5.3.1 Description of the AlgorithmRecall that y�(t)p is the most recent search direction available for block p attime t. Here at each iteration t a di�erent group of blocks is considered inthe coordination step on processor p. For example if we had 12 blocks and4 processors and we had decided that the size of coordinator 2 is two thenprocessor number 2 would \consider" the blocks as follows:at time t = 1 the group f1; 2gat time t = 2 the group f5; 6gat time t = 3 the group f9; 10gat time t = 4 the group f1; 2gSo although the set of indices of blocks involved in coordination on node p is afunction of the iteration, there are only n possibilities for this (as one can observefrom the example). Hence we refer to �p;q as the group of blocks whose searchdirection is considered by the coordinator on node p at time t with t mod n = q.De�ne Y �(t) as: Y �(t) = 0BBBBBB@ y�(t)[1] � xt[1] : : : 0... . . . 00 : : : y�(t)[K] � xt[K] 1CCCCCCA (44)Let p be the index of our processor and ŵtp be the solution to the following:min rf(xt)Y �(t)w + w0H tw



77Given 0 < 1 < 2 < 1, if rf(xt)Y �(t)ŵtp � 0 then set �tp = 0, else:Set � = 1Repeat if f(xt + �Y �(t)ŵtp)� f(xt)� 1[�rf(xt)Y �(t)ŵtp � jj�Y �(t)ŵtpjj2]then choose �tp = � and stopelse reset � = 2:� and continue.On processor p, the new iterate xt+1;p = xt + �tpY �(t)ŵtp.Figure 15: Stabilization Algorithm for Asynchronous Single-Variable Coordina-tion subject to w[l] = 0 if l 62 �p;qw feasible for the master problem on node pHere we require H t to be symmetric positive de�nite and have:(9�) such that (8w) jw0H twj � �jjwjj2:The following is the algorithm we propose for solving the group coordinator onprocessor p:Let j(t) be the index of the block with the best subproblem objective at timet and c(t) the index of the block with best (least) coordinator objective. Wechoose the next iterate xt+1 = xt+1;c(t) and �t = �tc(t).5.3.2 Lemmas



78Lemma 8 �t = 0 if and only if �tp = 0 (8p).Proof Let p be an arbitrary but �xed processor index. If �t = 0 thenf(xt+1) = f(xt) � f(xt+1;p) � f(xt) + 1[�tprf(xt)Y �(t)ŵtp � jj�tpY �(t)ŵtpjj2:So if �tp > 0 then the right hand side is less than f(xt) and this yields acontradiction. Proof for the other direction is clear since �t = �tp for some p.Lemma 9 If �t > 0 then �tj(t) > 0.Proof We will proceed by proving the contrapositive. Suppose �tj(t) = 0;therefore we must have had rf(xt)Y �(t)ŵtj(t) � 0: Hencerf(xt)Y �(t)ŵtj(t) + (ŵtj(t))0H tŵtj(t) � 0: (45)From (45) we will conclude rf(xt)[j(t)]:(y�(t)[j(t)] � xt[j(t)]) � 0: Assume on thecontrary that rf(xt)[j(t)]:(y�(t)[j(t)] � xt[j(t)]) < 0, then for  small enough:rf(xt)Y �(t)ej(t) + (ej(t))0H tej(t) < 0where (ej(t))[l] = 8>><>>: 1 if l = j(t)0 otherwise.Using the de�nition of ŵtj(t) we observe that the above contradicts (45) so weobtain: rf(xt)[j(t)]:(y�(t)[j(t)]� xt[j(t)]) � 0:



79So, by de�nition of j(t) we obtain:rf(xt)[k]:(y�(t)[k] � xt[k]) � 0 (8k):This yields �t = 0 which proves the lemma.Lemma 10 Suppose (8k 2 f1::Lg) ztk � 0 and we have lim inft!1PLk=1 ztk �0, then (8k 2 f1::Lg) lim inft!1 ztk = 0.Proof Suppose that there exists r such that lim inft!1 ztr < 0. Now we know:LXk=1 ztl � ztr(since all the terms in the sum are nonpositive). So taking lim inf of both sideswe obtain: lim inft!1 LXk=1 ztl � lim inft!1 ztr < 0which is a contradiction.Lemma 11 Suppose we have� limt!1 xt+1 � xt = 0, and� lim inft!1rf(xt)Y �(t)ŵtp � 0 for a given p.Then lim inft!1Pk2�p;q rf(xt)[k]:(yt[k] � xt[k]) � 0 (8q).Proof Using lemma 5 and proposition 6 coupled with the �rst assumption weget that � is a culling function and that for t su�ciently large y�(t) = yt. Now



80assume on the contrary, then we thin the sequence to get:xt ! ~xyt ! ~y; y�(t) ! ~y �rst implication is by boundedness of resource allocation,and the second by properties of the culling function �.Y t ! ~Y ; Y �(t) ! ~Y by de�nition of Y �(t) and Y t.H t ! ~H by boundedness of eigenvalues requirement on H t.And we will have:lim inft!1 Xk2�p;q rf(xt)[k]:(yt[k] � xt[k]) = �� < 0for some q. Now choose �p;q 2 (0::1] so that:Xk2�p;q �p;qrf(~x)[k]:(~y[k] � ~x[k]) + �2p;qip;q0 ~Hip;q < ��p;q�2where (ip;q)[k] = 8>><>>: 1 if k 2 �p;q0 otherwise(Note that essentially we need �p;q(ip;q 0 ~Hip;q) < �=2.) Since �p;q 2 (0::1], �p;qip;qis feasible for the master on node p, so from de�nition of ŵtp, for t su�cientlylarge and t mod n = q we'll have:rf(xt)Y �(t)ŵtp � rf(xt)Y �(t)�p;qip;q + (�p;qip;q)0H t(�p;qip;q) < ��p;q�4 < 0:And this contradicts the assumption so the lemma is proved.Lemma 12 Suppose we have� limt!1 xt+1 � xt = 0, and



81� lim inft!1rf(xt)Y �(t)ŵtj(t) � 0:Then lim inft!1rf(xt)[j(t)]:(yt[j(t)] � xt[j(t)]) � 0:Note here that we can not merely combine lemma 11 and lemma 10 to get thissince j(t) is a time dependent index. Also here we take advantage of the as-sumption that j(t) 2 �j(t);q from the way we design our algorithm.Proof Using lemma 5 and proposition 6 coupled with the �rst assumptionwe get that � is a culling function and that for t su�ciently large y�(t) = yt.Assume on the contrary that:lim inft!1 rf(xt)[j(t)]:(yt[j(t)]� xt[j(t)]) = �� < 0:Then lim inft!1 rf(xt)[j(t)]:(y�(t)[j(t)]� xt[j(t)]) = �� < 0:So now de�ne ij(t) blockwise by:(ij(t))[k] = 8>><>>: 1 if k = j(t)0 otherwiseThen lim inft!1rf(xt)Y �(t)ij(t) = �� < 0. Now de�ne jjHjj = lim inft!1 i0j(t)H tij(t)and choose � such that:(�)(rf(xt)Y �(t)ij(t)) + �2jjHjj < ���=2



82Note here that � may be chosen independent of t so that �jjHjj < �=2 and thischoice of � will yield the desired inequality. So then for t su�ciently large wehave: rf(xt)Y �(t)ŵtj(t) � rf(xt)Y �(t)�ij(t) + (�ij(t))0H t(�ij(t)) < ���=4:Considering � 2 (0::1], observe that �ij(t) is feasible for the master on node j(t)thus using the de�nition of ŵtj(t) we arrive at a contradiction.5.3.3 Convergence TheoremTheorem 11 Suppose that1. f is essentially smooth and B is closed and convex (we also include largebounds on x so that B is bounded).2. An initial feasible point x(0) 2 B is given.3. y�(t)p is the most recent search direction available for processor p.4. Y �(t) is de�ned as in (44).5. We use the stabilization algorithm in this section to obtain new xp iteratesfrom old ones on each processor.6. The actual new iterate xt is the xtp which resulted in the least coordinatorobjective amongst all processors used in iteration t.Then



831. the stabilization algorithm terminates in a �nite number of steps with �tp 2[0::1].2. For the sequence fxtg either f(xt) ! �1 or each ~x that is a limit pointof fxtg, ~x is a KKT point of the barrier problem we are minimizing.Proof Since the feasible region is bounded we must have a limit point for thefxtg.1. For each coordinator p the stabilization algorithm terminates in a �nitenumber of steps with �tp 2 [0::1]: For any given processor p at time t ifrf(xt)Y �(t)ŵtp � 0 then we terminate with �tp = 0 and we clearly have�nite termination. If on the other hand rf(xt)Y �(t)ŵtp < 0 we have:f(xt+1;p)� f(xt)� �rf(xt)Y �(t)ŵtp + jj�Y �(t)ŵtpjj2 2 O(�2):Now since 0 < 1 < 1 for � small enough the stabilization condition willbe satis�ed hence we exit the algorithm in �nite number of steps and with�tp 2 [0::1].2. We maintain feasibility throughout the iterations since x(0) is feasible andeach new iterate is a convex combination of the previous iterate and searchdirection both of which are feasible for the network constraints and weightsare chosen so as not to violate any upper bound constraints.3. The algorithm insures f(xt+1) � f(xt) so either f(xt) ! �1 in whichcase the problem is unbounded or limt!1 f(xt+1)� f(xt) = 0.



84From here on we assume that the latter is the case. If we have a subsequence��(t) = 0 (and we will drop the superscript � for simplicity,) thenjjxt+1 � xtjj = 0 (46)and �tp = 0 (8p) using lemma 8. (47)Therefore by (47) we must have had:rf(xt)Y �(t)ŵtp � 0 (8p):This together with (46) are the hypothesis of lemma 11 for any p, therefore wehave the conclusion of lemma 11:lim inft!1 Xk2�p;qrf(xt)[k]:(yt[k] � xt[k]) � 0 (8q)(8p):So now we apply lemma 10 to the above to get:lim inft!1 rf(xt)[k]:(yt[k] � xt[k]) = 0 (8k 2 [1::K]):Now using the su�ciency of search directions lemma it is clear that we haveconvergence for the case when a subsequence ��(t) = 0.So now suppose �t > 0. Then from lemma 9 we get �tj(t) > 0. From thestabilization algorithm we havef(xt+1)�f(xt) � f(xt+1;j(t))�f(xt) � 1 h�tj(t)rf(xt)Y �(t)ŵtj(t) � jj�tj(t)Y �(t)ŵtj(t)jj2iwhich implies:0 < 1 � f(xt+1)� f(xt)�tj(t)rf(xt)Y �(t)ŵtj(t) � jj�tj(t)Y �(t)ŵtj(t)jj2 :



85Now the numerator approaches 0 hence we must have the denominator ap-proaching 0 as well. Since the denominator consists of two negative pieces weget: �tj(t)rf(xt)Y �(t)ŵtj(t) ! 0:And if we repeat the same argument with �t instead of �tj(t) then:jj�tY �(t)ŵtj(t)jj2 ! 0 (48)which means xt+1 � xt ! 0: (49)So using (48) and taking lim inf of both sides of the required condition of con-vergence in the stabilization algorithm we get:lim inft!1 �tj(t)rf(xt)Y �(t)ŵtj(t) � 0:Now if lim inft!1 �tj(t) > 0 then we havelim inft!1 rf(xt)Y �(t)ŵtj(t) � 0and this together with (49) and lemma 12 proves the theorem.Now the only case remaining is lim inft!1 �tj(t) = 0. Suppose �tj(t)�(t) is thesubsequence that converges to 0. (From here on we drop the superscript �).Thus by the stabilization algorithm we must have had:f(xt + �tj(t)2 Y �(t)ŵtj(t))� f(xt)�tj(t) > 12 "rf(xt)Y �(t)ŵtj(t) � �tj(t)2 jjY �(t)ŵtj(t)jj2# :



86Now we further thin the sequence to get:xt ! ~x;Y �(t) ! ~Y ;and ŵtj(t) ! ~wj:Now by taking limits from both sides of the inequality we obtain:12r ~f:( ~Y ~wj) � 12r ~f:( ~Y ~wj):Hence: lim inft!1 rf(xt)Y �(t)ŵtj(t) � 0:So again we use (49) and lemma 12 to establish the conclusion.
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Chapter 6Future DirectionsThere are a few related areas which remain to be explored. One is the gen-eralization of asynchronous schemes to the block-plus-group coordinators andthe implementation of all asynchronous methods. The asynchronous schemespresented in chapter 5 were designed to work for the case when the number ofblocks is more than the number of processors. With some minor alterations theycould be used to compensate and balance loads if there is any load unbalancingpresent (e.g. if a block is signi�cantly larger than other blocks). Here we cango through several iterations using old information for the large blocks until thecorresponding subproblems on those blocks are solved and new information isobtained.Another area that needs more examination is formation of the group coordi-nators. As we discussed in chapter 4, we need to specify the domain constraints



88explicitly. In the case of single-variable coordinators this translates to mere up-per and lower bounds on the stepsize variable w. In the group coordinator casethe logarithmic domain constraints are linear constraints. There are as manyof these as the number of mutual constraints (that is a lot!) and this slowsdown the coordination process. Hence it is desirable to eliminate the redundantor linearly dependent constraints. Aggregation of constraints (used in bundlemethods) may be a way of reducing the number of such constraints. Anotherapproach may be to use an active set strategy.We also pointed out in the chapter for computational results that we werenot able to use hot starting for solution of the subproblems. This is due to thefact that the bounds on the variable y would change from one iteration to thenext since the decoupled resource allocation would change. We could update thedecoupled resource allocation every few iterations rather than every iteration toachieve this. Also, the decoupled resource allocation could be designed to havemore of a centering property to it. That is, making a box trust region centeredaround the old iterate. That way the old iterate would still be feasible as astarting solution for the subproblems.
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